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â€œRobert Kidera is an absolute master of mystery! He grabs you with irresistible intrigue and fresh,

seductive writing and refuses to let go while he pummels you with twist after delicious twist. I highly

recommend this book and this writer!â€•â€”NY Times Bestselling Author Darynda JonesWhat do you

do when the dead come back and your loved ones disappear?All Gabe McKenna wanted was a

new floor for his barn. What he got was seven corpses, all long dead. Seven rich men, missing from

New York.One of his closest childhood friends is gunned down in an Albuquerque casino. After

escaping two attempts on his own life and with time running out, McKenna must uncover the

connection and prevent his loved ones from joining the growing ranks of the dead.From New

Mexico to New York to a lonely cliff once home to an ancient people, McKenna struggles against a

bloodthirsty criminal enterprise for whom money matters more than any manâ€™s life.
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I've read both of these books in the series. I couldn't put them down. Tremendous writing, killer plots

(forgive me) and incredible character development. These books are especially relevant to me as



New Mexico and I are joined at the heart and I am a Southwestern Archeologist. I feel like I am a

part of Gabe's family and I'm dying for #3 to come out. Just before it does, I will re-read the first 2 so

that I will have the continuity running in my head. What a gift this story is to those of us lucky

enough to find it. I hope that Sam isn't really going to retire.

The next time I begin a Kidera book I will definitely and assuredly start to read it in the early morning

hours. No phones no doorbells will be answered so I may finish before midnight. I desperately need

a good night's sleep. From the first page to the last, one cannot put it down. I'm thinking of starting a

survival group. How best to schedule sleep and food breaks while reading a Robert D. Kidera book.

I chose the rating because the book was great.The book kept me intrigued, I read it in 2 settings. I

would have read it in one setting but started it later in the evening.I like reading mysteries, and

Robert Kidera rates up there with Tony Hillerman writing about the west and Native American

settings

There is no sophomore jinx with the Gabe McKenna series! This is a terrific read, picking up where

its predecessor left off. The plot is equally well developed and suspenseful, full of plot twists. The

character development continues, as we delve deeper into the lives of Gabe, Rebecca, Nai'ya, C.J.,

and the rest of the cast. The more we learn, the more sympathetic and real the characters become.

The author's voice once more is on display. The prose is readable, the descriptions are vivid, and

the humor is dry and enjoyable. I found myself again trying to cast a film as I read (rather, flew

through) the book. Bravo! I look forward to volume 3...and hopefully a few more after that!

Robert Kidera has written a second Gabe McKenna mystery/thriller, capitalizing on the success of

his first novel, Red Gold. The scope and depth of Get Lost surpasses his first effort, which I also

enjoyed. We not only get murders and kidnappings, but travel outside of New Mexico to Gabe's old

haunts, old neighborhood, and old friends. Murder there, too, in a conspiracy that dates back more

than a hundred years. Kidera doesn't skimp on the suspense and his characterization of the villains

and their motivation is spot on. When the first body found in the barn gets a name, I knew the name

and it's significance. Kudos to the author for inventiveness, tying a century-old disappearance to a

modern group that has carried out murders so close to Gabe's inherited home. Gabe has a growing

extended family and Kidera puts many of them into danger. This book is not for the faint-hearted,

but if you like your mysteries hard boiled, this one is for you!



He's done it again! Kidera has delivered another non-stop action thriller with "Get Lost", playing on

all the shortcomings and heroics of his Marlowesque protagonist. I read this one between a flight

from Seattle to Denver, and a few hours under the influence of a fine Primitivo, something Gabe

would relate to! Wonderfully crafted and styled in the best tradition of modern western mystery,

which makes Kidera's Hillerman award even more meaningful. Can't wait for the next one!Lou

Mazzullo, Morrison, Colorado

The story moves between New York and New Mexico, with continual surprises at every turn. The

New Mexico scenes are authentic (I live there), particularly the native pueblo cliff scenes. The

author knows the country! Like being driven in a jeep across the desert landscape of New Mexico,

the readerâ€™s mind has to dodge and weave around bumps and jolts of tension in the road to

appreciate the wild and rugged beauty of the unfolding story. Gabeâ€™s unexpected family

relationships make an intriguing addition to this book. As with the first book in the series, the pace is

rapid, and I found it hard to stop reading. I highly recommend both of these books and canâ€™t wait

for the third book in the series to come out.

Gabe is my new favorite series character. It's rare to see a novel that has superb characters, plot

twists, and strong emotional pull. The author's stylized writing and well crafted plot with a hero we

root for make this a perfect book to spend a few days with. Gabe is like an old friend that you care

about and want to stay in touch with. In addition to twists and turns, this book has intriguing family

relationships that remind us of what life is. I'm a big fan of the series. I count the days until the third

book.
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